Remembering conscientious objectors

WINNER: Remembering conscientious objectors next month.

About 1 deg C per week over the 12 deg C. This should warm by gradually picking up and is sitting at some fun waist to shoulder-high points on Sumner Peninsula.

However, there has still been pretty small on the beaches. Some huge 4.5m days and reasonable clean conditions. A few of the underground chargers from Christchurch have been heading south to dust off their nine foot (2.7m) guns.

The big wave spots in The Catlins have been pumping with some huge 4.5m days and reasonably clean conditions. A few of the underground chargers from Christchurch have been heading south to dust off their nine foot (2.7m) guns.

A big crew of groms from Sumner headed north to Gisborne last weekend for the 2018 Sticky Johnson primary school championships.

They put in some amazing performances in challenging conditions on day with pumping surf for finals day. Ava Henderson came away victorious winning the year 7/8 boys. Benji Lowen, Holly Campbell, Ruby Armstrong, Amelie Wink and Travis Henderson were all up there charging too.

Ava Henderson was the other finalist from Sumner placing fourth in the year 7/8 girls. Eden Hungerford was second in the year 6 and under girls. Jack Tyro was the other finalist from Sumner placing fourth in the year 7/8 boys. Benji Lowen, Holly Campbell, Ruby Armstrong, Amelie Wink and Travis Henderson were all up there charging too.

This week in Gisborne, it is the turn of the secondary school surfers competing in the National Scholastic surf champs. Good luck to Team Canterbury proudly supported by Exit Surf and Against The Grain Screenprinting.

Sadly the surf community lost one of its own recently with the passing of Tristan Bennett, owner and manager of Exit Surf in Ferrymead. Tristan will be dearly missed by all those that knew him and his generosity and support of the South Island surfing community will never be forgotten.

Aaron Lock reports on recent surf conditions and the success of Sumner surfers in Gisborne

OVER THE past few weeks, consistent southerly swells have been pushing past Banks Peninsula.

This has caused some great sessions on the southern-facing points and beaches and those willing to put the drive time in (and enough dollars for gas) have been getting plenty of waves.

Back in the city, things have been pretty small on the beaches. However, there has still been some fun waist to shoulder-high days and relatively light winds have continued to mean some nice clean mornings.

The water temperature is gradually picking up and is sitting at 12 deg C. This should warm by about 1 deg C per week over the next month.

Aaron's Surf Report
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